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So, Here’s the Thing… 
 
Climate change is dramatically altering our planetary and human health and these changes will 
accelerate over the next thirty years.1 The current global approach to climate change is focused 
on using penalties and ending carbon-based energies. Human behavior does not like losses 
(called mitigation, such as traditional energy job loss and high gas prices) but human behavior 
does like rewards (called adaptation such as gains in jobs adjusting to climate-related changes). 
The Paris Agreement is propelled by sacrifice and this focus does not favor human behavior 
change nor political change. Carbon mitigation is needed but it is a “loss message,” so 
mitigation is unlikely to be broadly accepted politically.  
 
For US political progress, the right message is how innovating for climate change adaptation 
makes the US a world leader. The US public needs a message of how influential American 
innovation can use adaptation to drive a new industrial sector devoted to dealing with the 
current and preparing for the future climate change-related challenges.2   
 
 
Present State-The Current Unsuccessful Approach  
 
Climate change is a global health concern and knows no borders.1 The global climate change 
approach, articulated in the Paris Agreement, focuses on 1) excessive carbon dioxide (CO2) 
discharge reduction into the atmosphere, 2) identifying the downstream effect climate change 
has on all countries’ health, and 3) highlighting the inequities produced and exacerbated by 
climate change.2 This current global approach is limited by 1) the current urgency required to 
impact climate change, 2) global campaigns focusing on CO2 taxation, and 3) some countries' 
rejection of the mitigation expense to climate change.   
 
 
A 1.5o C temperature rise is just not as bad as a 2.0o C temperature rise  
 

https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement


The Paris Agreement seeks to prevent the global temperature rise to under 2o C and near 1.5o C. 
A 1.5o C temperature rise means 1) up to 2 feet of sea-level rise by 2100, 2) 8% loss of plant 
species, 3) 4% land area loss, 4) 70% coral reef loss, 5) reduced crop yields, and 6) extreme heat 
weather events, just to name a few certain outcomes.7  Still bad. 
 
 
Is there too much focus on carbon?  
 
In the recent past, the US government’s policy was based on identifying short-term economic 
costs.  This policy was articulated by former President Trump.3 The evidence he presented was 
a) reduced competitiveness due to increased cost, b) job loss for American workers, and c) an 
unequal burden on CO2 generating countries. This position provoked negative responses and, 
as Pacific et al. point out, the focus on carbon is more symbolic because most nations are 
moving towards reduced carbon technologies.4    
 
 
Getting ready for some big changes 
 
The Paris Agreement, in Article 7 covering Adaptation, receives little attention for the critical 
role it plays. Adaptation is framed by: 

• Understanding (detecting problems, gathering key evidence, and re-identifying the 
problem as an opportunity) 

• Planning (developing plans, options, and creating an option pro forma) 

• Implementing these options 
 
Adaptation addresses agricultural research, water management, and coastal modifications with 
their health influences. 6 Innovation and new development provide low-, middle-, and high-
income countries a path to see development plans as including adaptation.7   Adaptation’s 
benefit is its malleability during the development process and focuses on global synergies, not 
on the socioeconomic burden.  
 
Adaptation can be applied to many sectors.8 Crop and livestock resilience can be adapted with 
improved food production for a warming planet.9 

 
Adaptation’s health necessity is most apparent. Climate variability means changes in weather 
and sea levels. Those changes lead to downstream 1) excessive heat events, 2) air pollution 
events producing pulmonary disease, 3) crop failure producing malnutrition, 4) coastal flooding 
salinating fresh water supplies and reversing waste water treatment, and 5) microbial disease 
outbreaks from water, food, and vector borne disease from rodents and insects.10 Adaptation 
requires adjusting to temperature shifts with 1) urban design changes for cooling availability, 2) 
monitoring of vector populations, microbial surveys, and developing/ distributing new vaccines, 
and water treatment re-design for sanitation and new fresh water sources. 11   
 
 



Adaptation represents a politically successful approach to climate change but...  
 
Adaptation has some challenges.  
 
First, Adaptation must be seen in the context of the political process within the US.  Public 
opinion does remain focused on climate change as a drain on their economy effecting, for 
instance, increased gas prices.12   The CO2 focus monopolizes the issue with a discussion of 
carbon taxes. Taxes are without question the least popular word in American politics. To gain 
broad political support, the US must emphasize adaptation as a future expanding business 
sector. Although adaptation is a required investment, US leadership in climate adaptation 
products can balance the costs of climate remediation.  
 
Second, the industrial engineering needed may not have sufficient tools.13 Innovation does not 
come with guaranteed returns, but the costs to the business sector are already evident in 
increased daily operating expenses due to weather extremes.14  
 
 
The key messages to make political action successful 
 
Climate change is not going away and could be worse. Temperature increases will alter the US 
health.1 Adaptation to climate change will lessen the land, water, crop, disease, and heat events 
impact on health.7 Approaching the political process using carbon reduction has been 
unsuccessful and, strategically, adaptation will be more fruitful in arguing for US leadership in 
the Paris Agreement. 
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